
Knowledge-Sharing Workshop on 
Improving the Quality of Examinations in Computer Science and Related Disciplines 

ACM India Special Interest Group in Computer Science Education (iSIGCSE) 
 
ACM India invites Controllers of Examinations as well as Members of the Boards of Studies, Heads                
of Departments and Faculty in Computer Science and related disciplines to this Knowledge-Sharing             
Workshop. The aims of this workshop are: 
  

1. To arrive at a consensus on the challenges in improving the quality of Computer Science               
education. 

2. To discuss how the quality of examinations can be improved in the spirit of the recent AICTE                 
recommendations, keeping the above challenges in mind. 

 
Background: The recently released AICTE report on Examination Reforms [1] notes that            
“reforms in examinations are critical for improvement of the quality and relevance of Indian              
engineering education”. The report recommends (1) aligning assessments to well-defined learning           
outcomes, and (2) mapping examination questions to levels of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy             
(cognitive domain) to ensure that at least some questions “test higher order abilities and skills” of                
students. Institutions with institutional (NAAC) or program (NBA) accreditation have developed           
mechanisms to implement recommendation (1), but it is considerably more challenging to            
implement recommendation (2). 

  
Date and Time: February 6, 2019 (4:00pm to 7:30pm) 
Venue: Department of Computer Science, Cochin University of Science and Technology 
 
Agenda: 
  

4:00pm to 4:05pm 
Prof. Venkatesh Raman 

(IMSc Chennai) 

Introduction to ACM-India 

4:05pm to 4:50pm 
Prof. Madhavan 
Mukund (CMI) 

A case study in assessing a large-scale online course: Design and           
Analysis of Algorithms 

4:50pm to 5:35pm 
Abhijat Vichare 

(CC2020/iSIGCSE) 

A case study in aligning assessments (theory & lab) to learning outcomes            
of a course: Operating Systems 

5:35pm to 6:00pm Break for tea and discussions 



6:00pm to 7:00pm 
Prof. Viraj Kumar 
(IISc Bangalore) 

Improving the quality of examinations: Introductory Programming 

7:00pm to 7:30pm 
Prof. Abhiram Ranade 

(IIT Bombay) 
Prof. V.V. Kamat 
(Goa University) 

Closing Remarks 
● Overview of ACM India, collaboration with AICTE and other         

initiatives 
● COMPUTE 2019: An invitation to participate 

  
 

 
[1] A. Shettar et al., Recommendations for Examination Reforms, 2018. Available at: 
https://www.aicte-india.org/sites/default/files/ExaminationReforms.pdf 
 

https://www.aicte-india.org/sites/default/files/ExaminationReforms.pdf

